Table 3-1: Granted Abilities of Spirits by Level
Spirit Spirit Name
Level and Title
1
Coralene
Sovereign of Silver
1
Dantalios
The Broken Athlete
1
Eos Dei
The Lonely Archon
1
Milo of Clyde
Detective of Despair
2
Lord Alister Foxglove IV
Exchequer of the Stolen Purse
2
Mishpo
The Rightful Kobold
2
Shelassik
The Sea Devil’s Grin
2
Vaukner
Champion ofValor
3
Cornelius Button
Gardener of Dreams
3
Muse Istago
Painter of Paradox
3
The Crystal Lady
Truth of the Earth
3
The Nivea Nieces
Twins of Nightmares
4
Death Howls
War Gnoll of the Ghostlands
4
Gulguthriana
The Glutton
4
Kandisha
Desert’s Revenge
4
Moy
The Uncaring Queen
5
Arthu
The Sleeping King
5
Circe’s Runes
Last Refuge of Pacts
5
Wendigo
The Ever-Hungry
6
Alrik of Malkeborne
Alabaster Prince of Chaos
6
Ma’zad and Aza’mi
Lovers in Battle
7
Dead Kings
Echo of Grandeur
7
The Elysium Choir
Innocence Slain
8
Doomed Salu’im
Army at Time’s Horizon
8
Young Krios
Author of Sedition
9
Aladdar
The Unhindered Mage
9
The Malebolge Moors
Thirteen Traitors of Hell

26

Supernatural Granted Abilities
Affect fortune, command, confuse the senses, master of subterfuge, silver strike

28

Canny wrestler, fleet of foot, monstrous mien, throw anything

30

34

Alone in my world, hypnotism, know time, mask of loneliness, scramble time,
shatter clocks
Canvas the streets, feather fall, gentle fist, milo’s lucky break, trapfinder, urban
tracking
Courtly bearing, curse rivals, hold person, mark of seduction, pockets of holding

36

Detect magic, master of traps, sorcerous blood, tiny terror, wink wink

38

Sea legs, water breathing, shark friend, hideous laughter, sahuagin’s bite

40

Beacon of goodness, courageous, giant sight, martial familiarity, ogre might

42

Ensorcel plant, insect tattoo, major illusion, tree shape, woodland stride

46

Conjure painting materials, mirror of sanity, painters muse, sense link, sleeping sight

48

56

Blindness/deafness, body double, destiny dissonance, hypnotic pattern, produce
light, second sight
See the spirit’s description. Each twin offers different abilities related to insects, the
ocean, poison, snakes, the wind, and vines.You select one or the other twin.
Bitten by cold, ether sight, etheric tongue, ghost weapon, ghost strike, winter’s howl,
wisdom of the elders
Death urge, disease strike, improved grapple, immunity to disease, iron gullet

58

Avian communion, desert pox, fog cloud, noble aura, touch of insanity

60

Adoration of the masses, meat puppet, decree, untouchable beauty

62

Prodigious strength, sorcerous sword, inspire Allies, corpsewhisper

64

Arcane audacity, Circe’s probation, Circe’s temper, runic sorcerer, vatic foresight

66

The better to eat you with, hunger makes the best sauce, iron stomach, gnawing the
bones, finding the next meal
Charm anyone, curse of unluck, medicinal lore, royal countenance, ruinous blade
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52
54

68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82

See the spirit’s description. Each lover offers different abilities related to love and
war.You select one or the other lover.
Clarity of madness, forbidden fruit, imperious word, mental maze, raise ruins, sealed
legends
Aria of life, celestial performance, life’s grace, pursuit of peace, righteous harmony,
shattering chorus
Cyclopean form, ghostly time travel, lore of the living end, poetic justice, vanquish
to time’s horizon
Fate’s whisper, invisibility, liar’s tongue, secrets of nobility, shrink head, undetectable
alignment
Always ready to run, doors are no bar to my step, eyes in the back of my head,
freedom everlasting, hiding amongst the blind, horse master, no force can cage me
Defy goodness, flensing, infernal Horde, infernal Immunity, magical expiration,
ocular power, torturous insight
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